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Motivation - Learn Rules from Noisy Data

ILP task description:
“In inductive logic programming, given a dataset, a set of 
starting view definitions, and a target predicate, we can 
infer the view definition of the target predicate.”

The novelty of the paper:
Perform ILP with Logical Neural Nets (LNN)

Model tldr:
1. Assume a rule template for a given task (data)
2. Learn LNN (predicates in the template)
3. Enjoy first order logical interpretability

Kautz Taxonomy:
Neuro:Symbolic →Neuro
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https://web.stanford.edu/~vinayc/logicprogramming/html/inductive_logic_programming.html



Proposed Architecture
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Proposed Architecture - Toy Example
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1. Start with a toy DB 2. Propose a rule template

• Structure is a tree that connects template 
placeholder predicates

• Placeholder predicate at root of tree is target predicate 
and is labeled

• Forward pass
• Input: Truth value assignments for every fact in the KB
• Output: Truth value predictions for facts across all 

possible target predicates



Proposed Architecture - Overview

• Learning problem statement:
• Given:

• A collection of first order logic (FOL) 
predetermined predicates in KB

• Labels for possible target predicate facts
• A logic program template containing 

placeholders for predicates
• Find:

• An assignment of KB predicates to base 
placeholder predicates
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Proposed Architecture - Toy Example
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1. Start with a toy DB 2. Propose a rule template

3. Learn the predicates 
& 
get generated facts



Proposed Architecture - Overview

• Assignment reveals that data in KB can be 
represented by a logic program

• Problem can also be seen as learning 
structure among predicates since we explore 
various placements of predicates in the tree
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Architecture Performance
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Experiments

Knowledge Base Completion
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Experiments

Grid World
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Avg. Rewards vs. Training Grids



LNN Review
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LNN Review - Concepts

• Designed to provide interpretable logic in 
neural nets

• Mapping between neurons and logical atoms and 
operators

• Activation functions of non-primary nodes help 
determine which operator is used

• Uses a bounds-based weighted probabilistic 
logic

• Weights are learned during backward pass
• Bounds are improved during inference

• Inference itself uses upward and downward 
passes within the forward pass
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LNN Review - Concepts

15Riegel, Ryan, et al. "Logical neural networks." arXiv preprint arXiv:2006.13155 (2020).



LNN Review - Constrained Activations

• Activation functions are constrained to match 
“characteristic shapes” of traditional logic 
functions

• Weighted t-norms with constraints on weights 
typically are used to implement this

• Tailored activation function learns weights 
automatically such that characteristic shapes are 
met
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Base LNN Definitions
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Conjunction:

Disjunction:

Negation:

LNN Logic will be extended by gating over predicates



ILP-LNN Specific Details
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Logical Template Graphs
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Templates are graphs, defined by vertices (   ), edges (   ), 
and a mapping function (   ) :

    determines which logical operators are used at each 
node, as well as which predicates are available.

Gradient descent then assigns weights to predicates and 
children to fill in the structured template.



Differentiable Gating: Predicates
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How does ILP-LNN fill in a given template?

Weights can be learned over available predicates:

Where psi is the truth value of a predicate



Differentiable Gating: Sparsity
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But ideally, this gating is sparse, so the authors propose:

Which clips when weighted sum is smaller than bias

Sparsity would improve interpretability by encouraging 
zero-weights for irrelevant predicates..



Differentiable Gating: Disjunction
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Applied ~verbatim to learn disjunction arguments:

Where              are the children of a disjunction node



Differentiable Gating: Conjunction
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A similar formula is used for conjunctions

Where              are the children of a conjunction node



Differentiable Gating: Negation
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For negation, consider a universe of assignments, 



Operator Constraints
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Recall that LNN operators define inequality constraints:

The authors propose to address these with the 
double-description method & Minkowski-Weyl theorem.

Essentially, a differentiable network layer can calculate 
weights and biases that follow these constraints. 



Operator Constraints
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Given inequality constraints of the form:                    where 
A is a matrix of coefficients, and b constants.. 

Minkowski-Weyl states that there is a translation rays and 
vertices    :  



Operator Constraints
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And the conditions can be satisfied by standard neural 
network operations like ReLU and softmax:

Double-description can calculate rays and vertices:  

And finally, weights and biases are updated with:

So that LNN no longer implodes :)



Final Architecture
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Final Architecture
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Final Architecture
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Final Architecture
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Recall that rays        and vertices   
and      ,       are used to maintain 
constraints of weights and biases

Motivation:
βi, wi, need to satisfy the respective 
constraints associated with the LNN 
operators they form parameters for



Final Architecture - Constrained Learning
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Applying the same for LNN-V 
for all parts of the network



Future work and limitations

• Humans specify templates (improve LNN)
• Can templates be more flexible 

(pruning/insertion)?
• Can templates be entirely learned instead?

• LNN-ILP’s upward, forward pass is similar to 
a traditional logic program

• What else can be done with the learned 
program?
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